Sensitivity to novel feedback at different phases of a gymnotid electric organ discharge.
Weakly electric fish communicate and electrolocate objects in the dark by discharging their electric organs (EOs) and monitoring the spatiotemporal pattern of current flow through their skin. In the South-American pulse-type gymnotid fish these organs often are intriguingly complex, comprising several hundreds of electrogenic cells (electrocytes) of various morphologies, innervation patterns and abilities to generate a spike, distributed over nearly the full length of the fish. An attractive idea is that different parts of the organ may serve distinct functions in electrocommunication and electrolocation. Recent studies support this notion and suggest that the currents produced during the final phase of the electric organ discharge (EOD) are used for communication. Here, we explore a method to directly assess the relevance of the various currents for electrolocation. In this new method, the pattern of current flow during a gymnotid EOD is changed selectively at distinct phases of the EOD so that currents generated by known electrocyte groups are affected. We have studied the roles played by the various currents for the detection of novel feedback at the trunk/tail region of the gymnotid fish Gymnotus carapo. An experimental animal rested in a cage and two electrodes were placed at a close distance to its trunk and tail. An electronic switch briefly connected these electrodes during a selected phase within an EOD and the shunting of EOD current that resulted from switch closure was directly monitored. G. carapo responded with an acceleration of its discharge rate to novelties in the EOD feedback that occurred only for a fraction of a single EOD. Controls in which the switch was closed during the silent intervals between successive EODs showed that the fish responded to the changes in EOD feedback and not to unrelated artefacts of the brief switch closure. Fish responded to shunting of current during all phases; the sensitivity was highest during the final headnegative phase but the magnitude of shunted current was largest in the preceeding phase. The current produced during the final part of the EOD is thus not reserved for communication as previously suggested but plays a predominant role in electrolocation at the trunk and tail region of G. carapo.